In vitro regulation of human hepatitis B virus core gene transcription.
In the present study we used a HeLa whole cell extract transcription system to map the transcription start sites and the minimal promoter of the hepatitis B virus core gene. Two initiation sites located at residues 1792 +/- 5 and 1817 +/- 5 were identified. The minimal upstream region essential and sufficient for transcription was defined to a 105-base pair DNA fragment. These results are identical to the in vivo mapping of the transcription start sites and the minimal core gene promoter. When in vitro transcription elongation was carried out in the presence of the anionic detergent Sarkosyl, known to enhance premature transcription termination (attenuation), two short transcripts (as well as two run-offs) were synthesized. Kinetic studies indicated that the short transcripts resulted from a block to transcription elongation and not from RNA processing. RNA mapping showed that the short attenuated transcripts indeed initiated at the two core gene initiation sites and both prematurely terminated at nucleotide 1966 +/- 5, defined as the attenuation site. This site is located in the attenuator RNA within a uridine-rich sequence preceded by a stable hairpin structure. Attenuation at the same site occurred when transcription of the core gene was directed by the Ad2 major late promoter (MLP) and when the poly(A) signal, which precedes the attenuation site, was mutated from TATAAA to TAGAAA. We suggest that the elongation block at nt 1966 +/- 5 in vivo exerts a dual function: first, it regulates the level of RNA by attenuation during the first cycle of transcription and, second, it acts as a termination site at the end of the primary RNA transcript.